
DAILY NEWS 
UPDATES

FEDERAL NEWS
• After exceeding lockdown losses in May & June, retail sales fell sharply in July & August, suggesting 

hyped demand in prior months largely extinguished. Sales grew 0.6% in July compared to 23% in 
June, reinforcing the warning that the pace of recovery would slow in the second half of the year.

• Business groups warn that “clock is ticking” for post a BREXIT trade deal between Canada and UK 
as Canada marks 3rd anniversary of current CETA, Comprehensive Economic & Trade Agreement, 
without clarity on future. CETA is to continue until Dec. 31, giving a bit more time for discussions.

PROVINCIAL NEWS
• Quebec officials moved three regions up an alert level, Montreal, Quebec City and Chaudiere-

Appalaches have moved to the orange alert level, meaning stiffer restrictions are to be imposed. 
Private gatherings are down to 6 and last call in bars and restaurants is set at 11pm, among them.

• With a grim report from the Canadian Chamber of Commerce estimating a third of restaurants 
haven’t reopened since the pandemic started, and another might close for good by beginning of 
winter, owners worry how to maintain service in winter now that patio season is ending.

USA NEWS
• Dow futures fall more than 600 points as rising concerns of new lockdowns due to rise in COVID-19 

cases and Congress’s inability to agree on more fiscal stimulus raise fears of another hit to the U.S.’s 
economy. Shares of airlines, hotels and cruise companies led declines in premarket.

• Some stocks making biggest moves in premarket: Nikola’s founder Trevor Milton steps down, 
Illumina, a maker of gene sequencing technology to buy privately held Grail, a developer of test for 
early cancer detection for $8 billion in cash and stock, and Walmart to start a private label.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
• The pandemic has driven desire for more living space and tax breaks on purchases of fuels boom in 

UK’s housing market, pushing prices up by the most in four year. Prices for homes rose 5% from a 
year earlier. People are forced to stay home; they want more garden and distance from cities.

• Leading shares in Europe, mostly in travel, hotel, and pub, fell sharply in morning trading amid 
renewed fears of surge in cases will damage economic prospects. Worst hit is British Airways owner, 
IAG, slumped more than 12%, London’s benchmark FTSE 100 share index down 3%.
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